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1. INTRODUCTION 
All groups considered in this paper are finite and solvable. Let X C o# be 
Fitting classes. The strict normality of .“% in “Z’, denoted y”z” 4 < g, was defined 
in [2]. Our original concern regarding strict normality was that it might coincide 
with the notion of strong normality defined by Bryce and Cossey [3]. Indeed 
this is the case in several standard Fitting classes which include M7 and 
9V,9s, ... Yfl, where 2 is a positive integer and rri is a set of primes, I < i < n. 
However, motivated by the rather different type of Fitting classes constructed 
by Hawkes [5], we were able to produce Q-closed Fitting classes % C W with 
9” q< “y. In particular, strict normality and strong normality do not coincide. 
In fact, is our purpose here to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. There exist in$nitely many Q-closed Fitting classes ?I $ 9% 
such that 3 13 < O3 and if G E "Y, then G1G.r is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper the concepts and notation are standard and can be 
found in [I, 2, 51. Let F be a collection of groups. Then (9) will denote the 
smallest class of groups containing 9. The closure operations Q, N, and S, are 
used throughout the paper and the reader is referred to [I, 51 for further details 
about these operations. Recall that with each formation 9 there is associated the 
-F-residual G9, the smallest normal subgroup of G with quotient in 9. Now let 
9 and W be formations and assume that .9 = S,,(.F). Then 9-W is a forma- 
tion and G9:“” = (Gsj9 for each group G. 
Let X _C g be Fitting classes. Recall that X is said to be strictly normal in ‘g 
provided that whenever Y is a Oy-injector of the group G, then YE , the %-radical 
of Y, is an Z-injector of G. Let 4”J denote the intersection of all Fitting classes 
which are strictly normal in g. Then g is also strictly normal in “y by Lemma 3.1 
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of [2]. X is said to be strongly normal in ?Y if ZV C X* = {G 1 (G x G)r is 
subdirect in G x G}. X* is also a Fitting class. Moreover; X is strictly normal 
in both Oy and X* by Theorem 3.2 of [6]. Let gy, = n (9 / g a Fitting class 
and 9* = X*}. Then gJ, is the smallest strongly normal Fitting class contained 
in @ by Theorem 3.4 of [3]. In particular, y is strictly normal in %Y* . Recall that 
3” is a Lockett class if X = Xx. 
In concluding this section, we demonstrate that the examples of Theorem 1 .l 
provide counterexamples for g = g* and that given one such counterexample 
others with ascending Fitting height are guaranteed. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ?!I be a Fitting class. Then q + CV.+ if and only ;f there 
exists a Lockett class X such that 3” Q < OY*, but X # g*. 
Proof. Assume that X is a Lockett class such that X # oY* and X Q< %*. 
Because of Lemma 3.1 of [2], X n % 4 < g, and hence ?y C X n ?V. However, 
?Y5/, $ X n gJ. For assume that ?Y* C X n 03. Then, by Proposition 2.3 of [6], 
9Y* = (f23.+.)* C (X n g)* = X* n Y D * = X which is impossible. In particular, 
Y#g*. 
Conversely, assume that g # nJ, . ‘y q< ??‘* by Lemma 1.2 of [2]. Hence 
(q)* a< (g,)* = +Y* by Theorem 2.1 of [2] and so (Q* is a Lockett class 
distinct from %J*. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ?Y be a Fitting class such that g # Y/* and let i be a positive 
integer. Then JVV # (JV%Y), . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 there is a Lockett class X such that X g g* and 
X u < ?Y*. Hence, NiX E JVYY*, Nix is a Lockett class, andNX 4 < J+‘YY 
by Proposition 3.4 of [2]. Since &‘V* = (J’V)*, N%Y # (JV), and the 
proof is complete. 
3. THE FITTING CLASSES Xn AND ?P9 
Let Y and s be distinct odd prime numbers and let 0 denote the set of positive 
integers. Consider the arithmetic progression {rst - (rs + 1) / t E Q}. By 
Dirichlet’s theorem, there exists an infinite number of such primes in the given 
sequence. In particular, there exists an infinite number of odd primes Q such 
that rs 1 (q + 1). Letp be such a prime. 
Let GF( pz) denote the Galois Field of p2-elements. Let r denote the group of 
maps GF(p2) + GF(p2) fo the form 
f e,d,a: x E GF(p2) -+ exa + d E GF(p2) 
where e E GF(p2)X, d E GF(p2)+ and 01 E Aut(GF(p2). We shall follow R.S. Dark 
[4] in calling this group r the extended a$ne group of GF(p2). Let w1 (resp. w2) 
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be a primitive r- (resp. s-)th root of unity from GF(p2). The element w -= w1w2 
is a primitive rs-th root of unity from GF(p2). If y E GF(p2), then GF(p)(y) 
denotes the smallest subfield of GI;(p2) containing GF(p) and the element y. 
We note that GF(p2) = GF(p)(w,) = GF(p)(w,) := GF(p)(w). Recall that 
Aut(GF(p2)) = (t) where t is the Galois automorphism of GF(pz) over GF(p). 
Further, t has order 2. Since p -- - I(Y) and p -7 --- l(s), it follows that ~rl = 
p= 
rl r 
-’ and u2t = w2fl = WY’. 
a:; 
Let X == {fwj,o,r ) j E 6)). Then X is a subgroup 
if T E Syl,(r) normalizes X, then T/C,(X) gg C, . (Here C, is the 
cyclic group of order n). Moreover, if 01 E T does not centralize fO,O,r in r, then 
(fo,,J* = fs-l,o,l for each 8 E (w: . We now introduce three normal subgroups 
of r that will play a very significant role in constructing the desired Fitting 
classes mentioned in the first section. 
Let 
,4 = {~u~,d,l 1 dc GF(p2) andjEJ2} 
B = {fw2w / d E GE’(p2) and j E !Z?} 
C ---: {fwj,d,l / d E GF(p2) andj E Q). 
Then A is the unique primitive non-abelian group of order p2r, B is the unique 
primitive nonabelian group of order p2s, and C is the unique primitive non- 
abelian group of order p2rs. 
Lemma 8 of [3] yields the following important facts about the automorphisms 
of A. B and C. 
LEMMA 3.1. (1) Aut(A) g Aut(B) G Aut(C) g r 
(2) Let X E {A, B, C> and let a: E I’. If [X, (CL)] 4 X’, then [A, (a>] =:- A, 
[B, (a)] = B and [C, (a)] = C. 
Let v be a set of primes. Recall that Y, is the class of solvable P-groups and 
that Jlr, is the class of nilpotent n-groups. 
We now fix the primes p, Y, s chosen as indicated, let rr = {Y, s) and define 
the classes: 
Next, we come to the classes 9-n and ?YD , which we will show are Q-closed 
Fitting classes such that 9-S d< “Yp: 
X, = (GEW 1 GF/0,(G9) = Xl/Om(GF) x .‘. x Xn/O,(GF), 
Xi u GZ and Xi/O,(GF) E (A, B), 1 < i < n) 
g’?l = (GEW 1 Gy/O,(G*) = Xl/O,(GF) x ... x X,/On(G;s), 
Xi (1 G” and XJ0,(G9) E (A, B, C), 1 < i < n). 
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As usual, we use the convention that Gs/O,(Gsr) = 1, whenever 71 = 0. This 
is the case whenever G E N2 n W. For let G E JP n W. Then GN is a nil- 
potent {p, Y, s}-group. Moreover, if O,(G/GN) = K/GM, then KEN. Hence, 
Gys9gNn <K and so GP < KJr’~ which is a n-group. Therefore, Gs/0,(G.7) = 1. 
The class x2*, is contained in g/p . Let t be the Galois automorphism of GF(p2) 
over GF(p). Then [A](t) E X, while [C](t) E oJ,\9Y2^,, . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a group from oYg such that Gz = G and On(GF) = 1. 
Let GF = X, x ... x X, where Xi E (A, B, C), 1 < i < n. If T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G, then for each i 1 < i < n, [Xi , T] = Xi . 
Proof. Since G E gv, and G 9 = G, Xi is normal in G, 1 < i Q n. Assume 
that [Xi , T] # Xi for some i. By Lemma 3.1, part 2, it follows that [Xi , T] < 
Xi' = O,(Xi). O,(G)(Il,,i JW'/O,(G)' is a P P ro er normal subgroup of G/O,(G) 
whose index belongs to the set {r, s, YS,. 1 This contradicts the fact that G” = G, 
and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. If GEW, then Gz = G@. 
Proof. Let GE W and let K 4 G such that Gz/K E NT . Then G/K E 
TV” n ‘4pb,T.S) = YD-4 , and so K = GZ. From this it follows that GZ = 
(Gz)z = Gz”. 
A consequence of Lemma 3.3 is 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be a group from W. Then G E 9Yy, (resp. S,) if and 
only if Gs E +Yp (resp. X,). 
By an argument similar to the one used in establishing Lemma 6 of [5], we 
obtain the next result. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G E 94’” and K a normal subgroup of G such that K n GS < 
O,(GF). Then G E 5Yp (resp. 5?“,) if and only if G/K E 5?Jr, (resp. 3,). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let G E St”, and let H be a normal subgroup of G. If H E (C), then 
G centralizes H/H’. 
Proof. Since H is of odd order, H < G92 < C,(H/H’). Let t E G be a 
2-element which does not centralize H/H’. Let L = H(t), then L”n = L by 
part 2 of Lemma 3.1. Thus Ls = H < GF, but G E Tt^, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G be a group from ?4/2, such that O,(G) = 1. Let G* = 
4 x D, x D, , where D1 = A, x ... x A,, D, = B, x ... x B,, D, = 
c, x c, x ... x c,&~(A),l <i<h,B,~(B),l <i<m,andCiE(C), 
1 < i < n. Then G E ZZ9 tfand only ifGs < C,(D,/D,‘). 
Proof. If G E X, , then D, = 1 and so G” < Co(D,/D,‘). 
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Conversely, assume that Gz < C,(D,/D,‘). Then G induces a ,4U,Jlm-group 
of automorphisms on DJD,‘. We note that Gz contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 
and Gz normalizes Ci , I < i < n. We show that Ci 4 G, 1 < i < n. Let 
x E O,(G) and assume that x $ No(C,). By Lemma 3 of [5], G contains a section 
isomorphic to C, N C, which is not p-closed, a contradiction. Further, let x 
be a a-element and suppose that x $ NG(CJ. Application of Lemma 3 of [5] 
once more shows that G contains a section with a non-nilpotent Hall n-subgroup, 
which is impossible. Hence, each Ci is a normal subgroup of G. This means 
that G induces a 9$f:-group of automorphisms on CiD3’/D3’ for each i, 
1 < i < n. Therefore, G must centralize DJD,‘. By Lemma 3 of [5] and the 
fact that G stabilizes each Ci , G/C,(D,) z [DJT where T is a 2-group of 
automorphisms of D, which centralizes D,/D,‘. This means that G/C,(D,) 
belongs to 9 and so D, _C G9 C C&D,). Therefore, D, = 1 and the proof is 
complete. 
4. CLOSURE OPERATIONS ON THE CLASSES X1, AND GYln 
This section is devoted to establishing the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The classes X, and diyp are Q-closed Fitting classes. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is carried out in the following three propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 95, and ?V’?, are Q-closed classes. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G E ?PP . Then G/N E w. 
Recall that GzN/N = (G/N)z and G9N/N = (G/N)s. If N $ GF, then 
G9N/N go G9 and so G/N E gP. Therefore, assume that N < G%. Because 
of Lemma 3.5 we can assume that 0,,(G9) = I. Hence N is a p-group. Let 
G9=X,x...xX, where Xi~(A,B,C) and XiqGz for l<i<n. 
Since (Xi’ j I < i < n} are the only minimal normal subgroups of Gs”, it 
follows that N = Xi’ for some i. This means that (GF/N)/O,(GF/N) is a direct 
product of n - 1 copies of groups from (A, B, C). Hence G/N E ?VD . Repeating 
the argument for X, completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. LEt^, and ?Yp are &,.-closed. 
Proof. Let M # 1 be a normal subgroup of GE Y9 . By Corollary 3.4, 
Gz E YJ, . Since MS < Gz n M we can assume that G9 = G by Corollary 3.4. 
Further, by Lemma 3.5, we can assume that O,(G) = 1, and because O,(G) n 
GY = 1, we can assume that O,(G) = 1. 
Let Gp=X,x...xXn, Xi~(A,B,C)andXidG, l,(i<n. Let 
K = Mz 4 G. Assume that K < C,(Xi/Xi’). Because of part 1 of Lemma 3.1, 
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it follows that K/C,(XJ E Jlr2. Th is means that KY2 < C,(X,), since otherwise 
K%” < CK(Xi) which contradicts Lemma 3.3. Hence Xi n M9 < Xi n KY2 < 
Z(Xi) = 1. Th ere ore, f assume that K 6 C,(Xi/Xi’). Let T be a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of K. Then T $ C,(X,/X,‘) and hence [Xi, T] = Xi by part 2 of 
Lemma 3.1. Thus Xi < K and so Xi = (XiT).7 < M”. Let X1 ,..., X, be 
chosen exactly such that K $ C,(XJXi’), 1 < i < 1. Then X1 x ... x X, < 
M9 < GS. Since {Xi’ / 1 < i < n} are the only minimal normal subgroups of 
G9, It follows that M9 n X1+, x . . . x X, = 1. This means that ik@ = 
XI x ... x XI and clearly MS = K normalizes Xi , 1 < i < 2. Duplicate the 
argument using X, to complete the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. SD and q/21 are N,,-closed. 
Proof. Let G = NN*, where N, N* are normal subgroups of G and N, 
N* belong to gD . Let K = O,(G). Then NKIK E 9YD because of Proposition 
4.2. Since G/K = (NK/K)(N*K/K), by induction and Lemma 3.5, we can 
assume K = 1. Because of Proposition 2.5.1 of [7, p. 331 GZ = NZ(N*)“. 
We also note that NZ E S,(Y) = ?V by Proposition 4.3. Therefore, by induction 
and Corollary 3.4, we can assume that G%” = G. Further, we can assume that 
Nz = N and N* = (jJ7*)3. 
Let NS = X, x ... x X, , Xi E (A, B, C) and Xi Q NZ = N, 1 < i < n. 
Further, let (N*)-” = X1* x ... x Xm*, Xi* E (A, B, C) and Xj* 4 N* = 
(N*)Z, 1 <j < m. We first show that Xi Q G, 1 < i < 1~. Hence, by sym- 
metry, Xj* 4 G, 1 < j < m. Since Xi <I NZ, it suffices to show that (N*)% 
normalizes Xi. We note that O,(N*) normalizes Xi , since otherwise, by 
Lemma 3 of [5], G contains a section isomorphic to C, N C, or C, N C, . 
Let H be a Hall n-subgroup of G. Then H = H,H, where HI (resp. H,) is a 
Hall n-subgroup of N (resp. N*). We can assume Hi <3 H, i = 1,2. Therefore, 
HE Mn and has class at most 2. This means, by Lemma 3 of [5], that H nor- 
malizes Xi . If N* = (N*)Z d oes not normalize Xi , then there is an element 
t in a Sylow 2-subgroup of (N*)” such that t $ NG(Xi) but t2 E NG(Xi). Thus 
<Xi , t} = Xi x X:(t) and so a Hall n-subgroup of (Xi , t) is abelian. This 
means that X ’ x (X j)‘[Xi , t] < (Xi , Q9 and so O,(Xi x X$) < (Xi , t)“. 
Next, we notice that (Xi , t) < NYZ(N*)Z and IV”(N*)~/(N*)~ z Ny”/(N*)Z n 
N” E 2”. Therefore, 
O,(Xi x X:) < (N9(N*)%)” = [(N”(N*)“)“]“p”2 
Since (N*)9 is of odd order, O,(Xi) 4 (N*),F by the above. Moreover, 
((Xj*)’ 1 1 < j < m> are the only minimal normal subgroups of (N*)IP. It now 
follows that O,(Xi) = (Xi*)’ for some j E (1, 2,..., m}. This contradicts the fact 
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that (Xi , t} = Xi x X:(t). We have shown that t E NG(XJ, and it now follows 
that (N*)% normalizes Xi . In particular, Xi 4 G. 
The next step is to show that if Xi n Xi* # 1, then Xi = X,*. Assume that 
Xi n Xi* # 1. Then Xi’ = (Xj*)’ = iV. From the structure of Xi (resp. Xj*), 
there exists an element ci E Xi (resp. ci* E Xi*), such that X, = (M, ci> 
(resp. Xj* = (M, ci*)) and ci (resp. cj*) has order Y, s or YS. Since Xi and Xj* 
are normal in G, we can assume that ci and ci* are contained in the same nilpotent 
Hall T-subgroup of XiXi*. We note that (ci , ci*) n Cxix,*(M) = 1, since 
Cxixj*(M) =F(XiXj*) = Ma H ence, (ci , c~*) acts faithfully and irreducible 
on M. Since a Hall n-subgroup of GL(2,p) is cycic, we notice that (ci , cj*> 
is cyclic of order Y, s or rs. 
T\iow consider NT. (Nz)z = Nz, b y L emma 3.3, O,(Nz) = 1, and Nz = 
NE %Yg . Because of Lemma 3.2, there is a 2-element t E Nz such that [Xi, (t)] = 
Xi. However, by Lemma 3.1, part 2, it follows that [Xi*, (t)] = Xj*. This 
means that Xi < (N*)z and Xi* < Nz. Consider the subgroup Xi(t). 
Xi = (Xi(t))s < (N*)9 and so Xi < Xj*. Similarly, Xj* < Xi. 
Label the components of (N*)g so that Xi* =& NS for j = 1,2,..., I and 
Xj* \( NF for I+ l,..., m. Then, from the above, it follows that G* = 
NS x X1* x ... x X,* and so GE%Y~, . That X, is N,-closed is a bit easier 
following the same routine. 
The classes 9YD and gp are Q-closed Fitting classes by Theorem 4.1. The 
purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. ZiYD a< CVv,. 
Proof. Quite noticeably, X, C dYD . Assume that the group G is of minimal 
order such that an %“p-injector of G is not a normal subgroup of some 9Yy,- 
injector of G. Because of Theorem 1.1 of [2], G contains a unique maximal normal 
subgroup M, an X,-injector X such that G -= MX, Gx, = M n X and 
ME 9Y9 . Moreover, if [ G : M 1 = b for some prime b, then 1 G : X ] =I: q” for 
some prime 4 # b and n E Q. 
We note that ME ?Y4/, c yjJr/-,Yz. Hence My2 E Jtrz n w C ZEt”, . This 
mean that My2 ,< Gs and so 4 = 2. Since b 1 1 X /, it follows that b E {Y, S, p}. 
Further, we notice &at MS < Gz, . Let W = O,(G). Then W < Gs, . 
We show W = 1. For assume W # 1. Then Gx,/W and X/W belong to 
Q(!E,) = %^v by Proposition 4.2. Moreover, by the same proposition, lVI/ W E gy,. 
Hence an x9-injector of G/W is necessarily a normal subgroup of G/W. Then 
(G/ W)xp is the %$-injector of G/W. Let R a G such that R/W = (G/W)sl . 
By Lemma 3.5, it follows that R < M and R E 9, . Therefore, Gs, = R = X 
which is clearly impossible. Thus, O,(G) = W = 1. 
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Let MS=D,~D,~D,, where D,=A,x...xA,, A,s(/l) for 
1 < i < k; D, = B, x ... x B, , Bi E (B) for 1 < i < m; and D, = 
c, x ... x C,, Ci E (C) for 1 < i < r. We also note that A,, Bi and Ci are 
normal subgroups of M”. Now X/(Gxp) Z is of odd order. Hence X3 = (Gx )s 
and so X9 4 G. Moreover, XZ = (GxSsr < MS and so Xz normalizes ei , 
1 < i < Y. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4, the subgroups of X of odd order 
normalize Ci . In particular, Ci 4 X and so X must centralize C,/C, by Lemma 
3.6. This means that X < C&Da/D,‘). H ence G = Xc (normal closure of X 
in G) centralizes DJD,‘. Since ME g4/, , ME 5Y0 because of Lemma 3.7. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 
6. THE STRUCTURE OF G/Gyp FOR GE?V, 
In this section we show that G/GzB is an elementary abelian 2-group for each 
GE%/,. 
Let GEUYp, O,(Gr) = 1, and GF = Xr >< ... x X, where Xi E (A, B, C), 
1 < i < it. We arrange the Xi’s such that: 
D, =X1 x ... x Xj,XiE(d)for 1 <i <j; 
D,=X~+,X~.~XX~,Xi~(B)forj+l~i~12; 
D, = Xkil x ... x X, , Xi E (C) for k + 1 < i < n. 
Since G E OYz, G” normalizes Xi , 1 < i < n. Hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 
normalizes Xi . Because of Lemma 3 of [5] and the fact that G E Ynxny?, , it 
follows that Xi 4 G k + 1 < i ,< n. Set E = C,(D,/D,‘). 
LEMMA 6.1. E is the %,-injector of G. 
Proof. E Q G and EF < G” < C,(D,/D,‘). Let K = Ez. Arrange the 
notation as follows: 
K 4s CG(Xi/Xi’) for I <i<j’.Sj 
K G CGPk/&‘) for j + 1 ,< i < k’ < k. 
Note that K centralizes D,/D,‘. Hence K centralizes X,/X,’ for h + 1 < i < n. 
From the proof of Proposition 4.3 it follows that ES = Xl x ... x Xj, x 
-%,I x *.. x x,, . Thus EE%~ and so E < GT,. Since D, < E < Gg,, 
it follows from Lemma 3.6 that Gx centralizes X,/X,’ for k + 1 < i < n, 
and hence GT, centralizes D,/D,‘. Thii means that Gz = C,(D,/D,‘). 
Because of Lemma 3 of [5] and Lemma 3.1, part 1,‘we obtain the following 
result. 
LEMMA6.2. Let D=C,X~~~XC,, CiE(C)jor l<i<n. LetA< 
Aut(D) and assume that A stabilizes each Ci , 1 < i < n. Then A/C,(D/D’) is an 
elementary abelian 2-group. 
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Let GEM/,, N = 0,(G9”) and GSIN = D,lN x D,/N j< D,lN where 
4/N E Q,(A), 4/N E D,(B) and D,lN E I),(C). Then D, u G. We now 
determine the XV-injector of G. 
LEMMA 6.3. G2. D =s C,(D,/D,‘N) is the %$njector of G. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 Gx, is the Xt*,-injector of G. As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, Gr,/N = (G/N)zB . Because of Lemma 6.1, Gsn/N = 
C,,,v(D,/N/(D,/N)‘) = C,,,v(D,/N/D,‘N/N) = C,(C,/D,‘N)/N. Hence Gz, 1 
C,(D,/D,‘N). 
THEOREM 6.4. If G E CV, , then G/Gsg is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Proof. Let G E ‘YI, . Then Gpr, is the .9YD-injector of G by Theorem 5.1. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G which is contained in O,(G). G9a E 9$& . 
Hence Gyz < G$ since Gyz 4 G and GY2 E J2 n W C 9Y1, . Thus N < Gxp. 
Because of Propo&ion 4.2, ZI, and Yyn are Q-closed and so Gs /N = (G/N), 
by Lemma 3.5. Assume that N f 1. By induction, (G/N)/GlJN) e G/G%, 
is an elementary abelian Sgroup. Hence, assume that O,(G) == 1. Let GY = 
D, x D, x D, , where D, E D,,(A), D, E D,(B) and D, E D,,(C). Because of 
Lemma 6.1, Gs =: C,(D,/D,‘). Therefore, G/G,-, is an elementary abelian 
2-group by LemAa 6.2. This completes the proof. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let Y and s be distinct odd primes. Then there exists an infinite number of odd 
primes p such that YS / (p + 1). For each prime p, by Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, 
there exists Q-closed Fitting classes X1, g gp and X, 4 < ?Yv, . Moreover, 
by Theorem 6.4, G/GxD is an elementary abelian 2-group for each G E OYD .
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Let YV be a Fitting class and let [L,(g) = (3 1 X a Fitting class, (1) # 
3 (3 < ??I]. Then k,(%‘) can be made into a complete lattice relative to the partial 
order 4 <. This fact is established in Theorem 3.2 of [2]. Let IL,(O#) = (9” 1 !X 
is a Fitting class which is strongly normal in S’/>. Then IL,(g) is a sublattice of 
IL,(Y). Moreover, by Proposition 3.3 of [2], k,(g) = I-,(%‘) if and only if 9 = %‘*. 
Because of part d of Theorem 2.2 of [6], Theorem 1.1, and Theorem 2.1 we 
obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. There exist injkitely many Q-closed Fitting classes Y such that 
L,(CY) # L,(oY) and Jy # (lV.+ .
STRICT NORMALITY IN FITTING CLASSES, II 227 
Let ~3’ be a Lockett class such that 9 # g* . Then W2/, is strictly normal in 
both ?Y and ?Y* . Hence GY* = g. We also note that (C@z* = gcJ, since (CY*), 
is strongly normal in g. Therefore, Theorem 8.1 yields 
THEOREM 8.2. There exists an infinite number of Fitting classes UY, j3 # gJ”, 
such that 3 # g(J, . 
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